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Sensation of the Century!

A-TISKET A-TASKET

Words and Music by ELLA FITZGERALD and AL FELDMAN

Featured by KAY KYSER and his Orchestra

ROBBINS MUSIC CORPORATION
799 SEVENTH AVENUE - NEW YORK
A GROUP OF IMPORTANT MODERN MUSICAL COMPOSITIONS

Selected From The Distinguished Robbins Catalog And Comprising A Trio Of Contemporary Musical Classics

One of our foremost contemporary pianists has created this distinctive piano novelty for those who thrill to modern melodies. A definite musical necessity for your library.

An artistic piano solo in the modern idiom. A composition unanimously acknowledged as a masterpiece and the creation of a foremost exponent of modern novelties.

A highly interesting composition by an acknowledged master. Melodic and modern, this opus will be a standard for many years to come.
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A-Tisket A-Tasket

Words and Music by
Ella Fitzgerald
& Al Feldman

Please listen it's awful bad Please listen

I'm awful sad Please help me I'm sing-in' the

Blues.
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Chorus, Moderately

A - Tis - ket A - Tas - ket, A green and yel - low bas - ket, I

bought a bas - ket for my mom-mie, On the way I dropped it, I dropped it, I

dropped it, Yes on the way I dropped it, A lit - tle girl - ie picked it up And

took it to the mar - ket, She was truck - in' on down the Av - e - nue with-

out a sin - gle thing to do, She was peck, peck, peck - in' all a - round.
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When she spied it on the ground
A - Tas - ket A - Tas - ket - She took my yellow
bas - ket - And if she does it bring it back, I think that I shall
die.  (Was it red?)  No, No, No, No, (Was it brown?)  No, No,
No, No, (Was it blue)  No, No, No, No, Just a little yellow bas - ket.
THREE OF THE MOST OUTSTANDING
MODERN AMERICAN MUSICAL
COMPOSITIONS EVER WRITTEN...

Three musical classics, by leading contemporary composers,
selected from the famous Robbins catalog of Modern American Music

ON THE TRAIL
by Ferde Grofe

The famous movement from the distinguished composer’s “Grand Canyon Suite”
Musical critics have acclaimed “On The Trail” to be Ferde Grofe’s crowning achievement.

MANHATTAN SERENADE
by Louis Alter

A world-renowned opus that has been featured by important soloists and musical organizations everywhere.
A composition that is achieving immortality.

DEEP PURPLE
by Peter De Rose

A velour musical pattern by Peter De Rose in four movements, inspired by the blaze of rich colors in the rainbow.
The composer using the keyboard as a palette, paints a brilliant canvas of “Deep Purple.”
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These Three Numbers Also Published for Band and Orchestra
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